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R155cleaves the Rec8 component of
cohesin. However, it is important to
note that there may be more to it than
this. In budding yeast, separase
activation promotes an increase in its
kinesin-5 motor protein Cin8 [10], and
the experimental design adopted by
the FitzHarris study does not rule out
such a signaling process also being
involved in mouse eggs.
The conclusion that ip-MT-based
sliding movement may initially underlie
chromosome segregation agrees with
previousobservations that kinetochores
arenot required foranaphasemovement
in mouse eggs [11]. Here DNA beads
introduced into eggs by microinjection
undergo anaphase polewardmovement
with similar timing to sister chromatids
despite their lack of kinetochores.
It is also interesting that Caenorhabditis
elegans oocytes also appear to have
developed a kinetochore-free method
of pushing chromosomes apart in the
two meiotic divisions that follow their
fertilization [12]. Here kinetochores are
dispensed with for all of anaphase and
instead chromosomes are segregated
by pushing forces emanating from the
spindle mid-zone.
In the mouse egg the
kinesin-5-driven spindle elongation
emanating from ip-MT sliding is then
followed by Anaphase A. Using
a photoactivatable form of tubulin to
draw by laser a line across the spindle
microtubules and perpendicular to the
axis of the spindle, it was shown that
the majority of the pole–kinetochore
shortening was achieved by
destabilization of k-MTs at their
kinetochores. Anaphase A is described
to occur by so-called Pacman-flux:
Pacman-driven k-MT shortening at the
kinetochore combined with
microtubule loss at the poles [13].
Future studies are therefore needed to
understand which factors are involved
in this Pacman-flux in mouse eggs.
The need to segregate sister
chromatids initially through spindle
lengtheningmay seem odd in a cell that
already possesses a large spindle at
metaphase:w25 mm pole-to-pole in
length in a cell that is 70 mm in diameter.
However, peculiar to rodent eggs is
the orientation of the meiotic spindle,
with the axis of the spindle running
tangential to the plasma membrane.
The spindle is anchored in this
tangential position to the cortex by
nucleation of F-actin, which is
maintained by activation of the Arp2/3
complex [14]. During egg activation,spindle rotation is needed to produce
the second polar body, but this rotation
event follows, rather than precedes,
anaphase [15]. As such, the initial rapid
lengthening of the meiotic spindle
and associated separation of sister
chromatids in Anaphase B of mouse
eggs may be the most effective route
for extruding a polar body with a
minimum amount of cytoplasmic loss.
By ‘effective’, it is meant that the actual
increase in the spindle length at this
time may push both spindle poles
against the plasma membrane, and
this surface contact then triggers the
process of rotation and cytokinesis.
In the absence of such spindle
lengthening this contact may be
delayed or not be close enough
to trigger abcission, or would have to
pinch off more cytoplasm into the polar
body. If the unusual orientation is at all
behind the timing of Anaphase A and B
in mouse eggs, then it would be
worthwhile replicating the experiments
performed by FitzHarris in eggs such as
those of monkey or human, where the
axis of the spindle is perpendicular to
the plasma membrane, and no spindle
rotation is needed for polar body
extrusion [16]. It remains possible that
rodent eggs have adopted this method
of Anaphase as a consequence of the
unusual orientation of their spindle.
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Louder Than ActionsA new study demonstrates that separate motor memories can be learned and
remembered for two physically identical movements, provided that those
movements have different goals.Lee A. Baugh1
and J. Randall Flanagan2
In our daily lives, we often encounter
situations in which the relationbetween motor commands and their
consequences is altered. For example,
the mapping between arm motor
commands and resultant arm motion
changes when an object is grasped in
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Figure 1. Experiments assessing multiple internal models.
(A) Example robotic manipulandum used to assess arm movement adaptation to a rotary
viscous load that scales with hand velocity. Only the target and cursor remain visible to the
participant. (B) Typical A – B – A motor learning paradigm. Participants perform succesive
sets of reaching movements under opposing force fields (Field A and Field B). Initial training
on Field A worsens performance on Field B, which in turn interferes with performance on
Field A when experienced a second time. (C) Methods of Hirashima and Nozaki. Participants
began reaching to two targets located either 30 clockwise (CW) or 30 counterclockwise
(CCW). Gradual visual rotations in the same direction as the target were introduced, eventually
allowing the same physical movement when participants were intending to move to two
distinct visual targets. After the rotations were learned, opposing rotary viscous force fields
were applied to each of the targets.
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R156the hand. Moreover, this change will
depend on the dynamics of the object,
specifying the relation between applied
force and motion. Many studies of
motor learning have examined how
people adapt their arm movements to
perturbations that occur when moving
a grasped object with novel dynamics,
including rotary viscous loads (or
force fields) that perturb the hand
perpendicular to the direction of hand
movement with a magnitude that
scales with hand speed (Figure 1A).
With practice, participants are able to
gradually correct errors induced by the
perturbation, indicating that they learn
an internal model of the dynamics that
captures the mapping between motor
commands and consequences [1–5].
Despite this flexibility, such learning
suffers a notable limitation— themotor
system often has great difficulty
learning more than a single internal
model for any given set of movements
at a single time [6–9]. For example, in
a typical A – B – A paradigm where
participants perform successive sets
of similar reaching movements under
opposing rotary viscous force fields
(A and B) that perturb the arm in
opposite directions, initial training onA worsens performance on B, which in
turn worsens performance on A when
A is experienced a second time
(Figure 1B). In a series of experiments
reported in this issue of Current
Biology, Hirashima and Nozaki
[10] provide behavioral evidence
challenging the basic assumption that
separate internal models cannot be
learned and remembered for two
physically identical movements.
The difficulty of learning more than
a single internal model for a given set
of movements can be accounted
for quite well by state-space models
of motor adaptation [11,12] in which
internalmodel parameters are updated,
trial-by-trial, based on movement
errors. Specifically, if it is assumed that
internalmodelsofdynamicsare learned
in association with movement
kinematics, such models predict that
only a single internal model can be
assigned to a given movement
trajectory at a time [13]. Despite their
predictive power, a number of studies
have provided results that such
state-space models have had difficulty
explaining, at least without significant
modification. For example, tasksavings
observed in the relearningof a particular perturbation the second
time it has been encountered are not
predicted by basic single-timescale
state-space models, yet are evident
in behavior [14,15]. These findings
suggest that at least certain parameters
and/or assumptions of the model are
not fully representative of how the brain
solves perturbation problems.
In a clever series of experiments,
the study by Hirashima and Nozaki [10]
has provided behavioral evidence
challenging the basic assumptions
that only a single internal model can be
assigned to a single set of movement
kinematics. Participants repeatedly
reached to two targets located 30
clockwise or counterclockwise
from the straight ahead position.
Concurrently, gradually increasing
visual rotations of the on-screen
cursor representing hand position
were applied in the same direction
as the target (Figure 1C). Ultimately,
this allowed participants to perform
physically identical pointing
movements, even though participants
were intending to move to two distinct
visual targets and successfully moved
the cursor to these targets. At this
point, opposing rotary viscous force
fields were applied to the two targets.
The authors found that participants
could readily adapt their movements to
the two opposing fields presented in an
interleaved design.
Hirashima and Nozaki [10] suggest
that one possible way to reconcile
these results with standard
state-space models is by altering the
way movements are represented in the
brain. Rather than being represented
in terms of actual movement
kinematics, they suggest movements
could be represented as a state of the
sensorimotor transformation network
used to map the visual target onto
a motor command. This would allow
distinct motor plans, associated with
different visual targets, to be mapped
onto distinct states of the neural
network representing identical
movement kinematics.
As discussed previously, the
dominant account of state-dependent
learning during motor adaptation
assumes an iterative update of the
internal model based on a combination
of the errors experienced and themotor
plans that resulted in those errors.
However, in a recent paper Gonzales
Castro and colleagues [16] challenge
this assumption, suggesting instead
that internal models are updated
Dispatch
R157based on the errors experienced in
combination with the actual motion
states that led to those errors. The
authors effectively demonstrate in
their paradigm that the patterns of
generalization associated with motor
adaptation match those predicted
by adaptation related to the actual
movement, rather than the planned
movement. At first glance, these results
seem to contradict the results of
Hirashima and Nozaki [10]. However,
one could speculate that, if the actual
movement one learns includes the
movement of the displayed cursor, the
formation of distinct internal models
could be possible.
Although it is often assumed that
the interference seen in A – B – A motor
learning paradigms arises because of
a limitation in learning multiple internal
models, Krakauer and colleagues [14]
have suggested an alternative account:
that interference arises froma limitation
in retrieving the correct model from
memory. This, of course, is a
well-established phenomenon in other
areas of learning and memory and has
a historywithin psychology dating back
over 100 years to the seminal work of
Ebbinghaus [17] and Bergstrom [18].
Within this framework, the deficits
observed when participants attempt to
learn two distinct internal models for
a single set ofmovement kinematics are
not a result of a difficulty in creating the
model, but rather result from
interference that occurs at the time of
model retrieval. In the typical A – B – A
paradigm, the samegoal in visual space
becomes associated with two possible
internalmodels, with few cues available
to guide the appropriate recollection. In
explaining the results of Hirashima and
Nozaki [10], such a framework would
suggest that the presence of two goals
in extrinsic space provides a definitive
memory cue allowing the recall of the
appropriate internal model at the
appropriate time. However, it is unclear
why the location of the target in thework of Hirashima and Nozaki [10]
would act as a sufficient memory cue,
when features such as the shape, color,
size and even the location on the body
to which the perturbation is applied
have all had limited success as
contextual cues in the learning and/or
retrieving of distinct internal
models [6,19,20].
In summary, the new work of
Hirashima and Nozaki [10] effectively
demonstrates that the motor system
is more flexible than previous studies
have suggested when it comes to
adapting to novel environments.
Further, this is an exciting time for
the field, with a number of testable
hypotheses coming to light, providing
a multitude of plausible frameworks to
explain these new research findings.
In addition to theoretical accounts,
future research will no doubt begin to
identify the neurological systems
that are responsible for this new
found ability and will invariably
provide knowledge that could
have a wide-ranging impact on
understanding typical and atypical
human motor performance, robotic
control systems, and rehabilitation
regimens.
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